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Measurement of the state-specific differential cross section
for the H 1D2˜HD(v854, J853)1D reaction at a collision energy
of 2.2 eV

Hao Xu, Neil E. Shafer-Ray,a) Frédéric Merkt,b) Daniel J. Hughes, Michael Springer,
Richard P. Tuckett,c) and Richard N. Zare
Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

~Received 21 June 1995; accepted 18 July 1995!

HI and D2 are coexpanded into a vacuum chamber. The photolysis of HI at 212.8 nm initiates the
H1D2 reaction. The HD~v54,J853! velocity distribution is determined by analyzing the
time-of-flight profile of HD1 ions produced by delayed pulsed field ionization of long-lived
Rydberg states. The angular distribution is deduced using the law of cosines~photoloc
technique!. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most intuitive way of measuring the differentia
cross section of a bimolecular reaction is to use crossed
lecular beams.1 For the H1H2 reaction and its isotopic vari-
ants, this technique is usually able to resolve product vib
tional states.2–8 Recently, the first rovibrational-state
resolved crossed beam measurement of the H1H2 reaction
system was accomplished for H1D2~v50,J50! by Welge
and co-workers,9–11at collision energies of 0.53 and 1.28 eV
using the novel technique of Rydberg-atom time-of-flig
spectroscopy.12 This technique relies on the fact that D atom
associated with HD molecules in different rovibronic stat
carry different amounts of kinetic energy. Therefore produ
rovibronic state resolution can be obtained by measuring
kinetic energy of the D atoms with sufficient resolutio
which is limited by space-charge effects in convention
time-of-flight ~TOF! spectrometers. By preparing high Ryd
berg states of D atoms and ionizing them with a high-volta
field immediately prior to detection, Welge and co-worke
were able to minimize space charge and resolve rovibratio
states of the HD product from the TOF of D atoms at seve
scattering angles in the forward-scattering hemisphere. In
dition to the great success of the crossed beam techni
recent years have also witnessed the evolution of alterna
techniques that extract information about differential cro
sections by studying photoinitiated bimolecular reactions i
single gas flow~or beam!.13–24 The improved sensitivity of
these techniques should make possible more detailed stu
such as the product-polarization dependence of the differ
tial cross section.24 These techniques include velocity se
lected double resonance~VSDR!,16 velocity-aligned photo-
fragment dynamics,17 and photoinitiated bulb reactions.22 It
has been suggested in a recent paper24 that this class of stud-
ies be called ‘‘photoloc’’ experiments, forphotoinitiated bi-
molecular reactions where analysis is based on thelaw of
cosines.

In this communication, we report a photoloc measu
ment for the state-specific differential cross section of t
reaction H1D2→HD~v854,J853!1D at a collision energy
of 2.2 eV. To date, most experiments and calculations on
fundamental reaction were performed for significantly low
collision energies. The geometric phase originating from
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Jahn–Teller effect has been shown to be important in diffe
ential as well as integral cross sections for the H1H2 reac-
tion family.25–31 By increasing the total energy of the reac-
tion, we can test the importance of the geometric phase as
conical intersection of the H3 potential energy surfaces is
approached.

II. PRINCIPLES OF THE PHOTOLOC EXPERIMENT

In a typical photoloc experiment, a gas mixture of AX
and BC is coexpanded into a vacuum chamber. AX is the
photolyzed to initiate the reaction sequence:

AX1hn→A1X,
~1!

A1BC~v,J!→AB~v8,J8!1C.

Consider the ideal case where A is translationally monoene
getic,BC is in a single rovibronic state,C acts as a spectator
~or is restricted to one state!, and AB is detected in a specific
rovibronic state. The center-of-mass~c.m.! speedu of the
A,BC collision partners is fixed becauseAX is stationary
relative toBC prior to photodissociation. The c.m. speeduAB
of theAB(v8,J8) product is determined by conservation of
energy. Therefore a measurement of the laboratory-fram
speedvAB of the AB(v8,J8) product gives the scattering
angle by applying the law of cosines. In practice, the
AB(v8,J8) laboratory velocity distribution~or a component
of it! is measured, rather than the speed distribution. Th
relationship between the laboratory velocity distribution
f (vAB), and the normalized differential cross section
(1/s) ds/dV, is22

f ~vAB!5
1

2vABuuAB
S 1s ds

dV D
3@11b react~vAB!P2~ v̂AB• ê!#, ~2!

whereê is the direction of the electric vector of the photoly-
sis laser,breact~vAB)5bphotoP2( v̂AB•û!,P2 is a second-order
Legendre polynomial, andbphoto is the anisotropy of theA
photofragment following photolysis ofAX.

In our experiment, a component of the velocity distribu
tion, f AB(vx'0,vy'0,vz), is measured. The laboratory ref-
erence frame is chosen to be the Cartesian coordinate syst
where thex axis is in the probe laser propagation direction
51572)/5157/4/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsto¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5158 Letters to the Editor
the y axis is defined by a slit in the TOF, and the flig
axis forms the z axis. The relationship betwee
f AB(vx'0,vy'0,vz) and the differential cross section is n
so straightforward as that shown in Eq.~2!, and details of the
analysis will appear in a subsequent paper.32

III. Experiment

The apparatus is similar to that described previously.23A
gas mixture of 5% HI~Matheson, 98%! in D2 ~Cambridge
Isotope, 99.8% D! is introduced into the reaction chamb
through a 400-ms pulsed valve~General Valve 9-442-900
0.8-mm orifice!. The D2 molecules are assumed to be u
aligned. The radiation of the fifth harmonic~212.8 nm, 2.5
mJ! of a Nd:YAG laser~Spectra Physics, GCR-5! is used to
photolyze HI@Fig. 1~a!# and produce ‘‘hot’’ H atoms. These
H atoms are allowed to react withD2 molecules for 20 ns
@Fig. 1~b!#. Only the fast H atoms that correlate with th
production of ground-stateI ~2P3/2! atoms can produce HD in
the rovibronic state we detect. The radiation from a narr
bandwidth ~0.5 cm21! vacuum ultraviolet ~VUV ! laser
~130.60 nm, 200 nJ! excites HD from the ground stat

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the measurement of the state-specific d
ential cross section of the H1D2→HD ~v854,J853!1D reaction.~a! The
reaction is initiated in a pulsed expansion of HI/D2 by photolysis of HI at
212.8 nm.~b! The reaction proceeds for 20 ns to form products.~c! Probe
lasers are fired along thex-axis ~into the page! to excite nascent HD
~v854,J853! product to high Rydberg states HDR; the VUV probe laser is
tuned to the center of the HD Doppler profile to selectvx'0. ~d! Rydberg
HD molecules drift for 600 ns.~e! A high voltage pulse is applied to field
ionize HD Rydberg molecules and eject the resulting ions into the TOF t
~f! A slit in the TOF tube selects HD ions with near-zero velocity projectio
along they-axis ~vy'0!. The velocity componentvz is measured by time of
flight. The beam sizes of the photolysis and probe lasers are indicated
circle and an ellipse, respectively.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬11¬Sep¬2004¬to¬128.42.80.52.¬Redistribution¬subject
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1v854,J853) to the first excited state

(B 1Su
1v50,J52). The VUV bandwidth is narrower than

the Doppler width of the transition, so only HD molecule
with near-zero velocity projections along thex-axis ~vx'0)
are excited. The radiation from a Nd:YAG~Spectra Physics,
GCR-2! pumped dye laser~Lambda Physik, LPD3000! is
frequency doubled~;292.5 nm, 12 mJ! and used to excite
HD (B 1Su

1v50,J52) to a high-lying gerade Rydberg
state@Fig. 1~c!#. This Rydberg state is a complex resonance33

between the ‘‘22d3’’ and high members (n'106! of the
N151 series, which both converge to thev150 state of
HD1. The Rydberg-tagged HD molecules are allowed to dri
for about 600 ns@Fig. 1~d!#. A 70 V/cm electric field is then
switched on to ionize HD Rydberg molecules and eject th
ions into the TOF tube@Fig. 1~e!#. A 16 mm32 mm slit
inside the TOF tube selects ions with near-zero velocity pr
jections along they-axis ~vy'0). The TOF spectrum of
HD1 ions is recorded@Fig. 1~f!# from which the HD velocity
distribution fHD(vx'0,vy'0,vz) is determined.

Two major difficulties had to be overcome. First, HI,I
~from HI photolysis! and I2 ~from HI decomposition! in the
gas mixture can be ionized to release photoelectrons. Th
photoelectrons, when accelerated by the extraction pulse,
ionize D2 in an avalanche process that leads to distortions
TOF profiles. Therefore a 6 V bias is applied to the extra
tion plate to remove photoelectrons before the extractio
pulse. Gas flow is also restricted to reduce background io
Second, product HD molecules with the highest velocitie
~corresponding to forward-scattered products! tend to escape
from the photoexcitation region faster than those with th
lowest velocities~corresponding to backward-scattered prod
ucts!, which causes a preferential loss of forward scatterin
signal in the differential cross section. To avoid this bia
from fly out, the time delay between photolysis and prob
lasers must be less than 20 ns.

The lifetime of HD Rydberg molecules is measured to b
on the order of microseconds under our experimental con
tions; therefore, no lifetime correction is needed. The life
time measurement of HDgeradeRydberg states, along with
spectroscopic and dynamical studies of these states, will
presented in another paper.33 A small difference~less than
10%! is observed when the polarization of the VUV prob
laser is rotated 90° This effect suggests that the different
cross section depends weakly on product HD rotation
alignment—a topic that warrants further study.24

IV. DATA AND ANALYSIS

The thin line in Fig. 2 shows a typical TOF spectrum
The first peak corresponds to HD Rydberg molecules movi
initially away from the detector~backward traveling! and the
following peaks correspond to those moving initially towar
the detector~forward traveling!. Backward-traveling mol-
ecules move at first toward higher potential regions tha
forward-traveling ones. When they are ionized by the extra
tion pulse, they reach higher velocities@shown in Fig. 1~e! as
longer arrows# and arrive at the detector earlier than forward
traveling molecules, despite the longer distances th
traverse. In principle, either the backward- or the forward
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5159Letters to the Editor
traveling peak can be used to obtain the HD velocity dist
bution. In this experiment, however, the forward-travelin
peak is better resolved.

To determine a differential cross section from the da
presented in Fig. 2, deviations from the ideal photoloc e
periment must be considered. In the ideal case, the tran
tional and rotational temperatures of the HI/D2 mixture ap-
proach 0 K and the speed of the HD product is measur
with near-infinite resolution. If these conditions are met, t
differential cross section can be determined directly us
Eq. ~2!. To interpret the data reported here, however,
must consider the finite translational temperature of t
pulsed expansion~;50 K!, the finite rotational temperature
of the HI precursor~;50 K!, the finite rotational temperature
of the D2 reactant~27068 K! and the finite resolution of the
TOF apparatus. A Monte Carlo simulation is carried out
account for these deviations. This simulation is calibrat
using a measurement of the HD~v548,J538! product of the
photolysis of HDS at 130.6 nm.34 This analysis reveals an
approximately Gaussian instrument function with a FWH
of D cosu50.25.

A modified singular-value-decomposition analysis of th
Monte Carlo simulation is used to fit the experimental da
~Fig. 2, thick line!. The differential cross section is given i
Fig. 3 where the scattering angleu is measured from the
incoming H atom to the outgoing HD product in the cente
of-mass frame. Details of this analysis will be presented in
future work.32 We note, however, that the cross section pr
sented in Fig. 3 is not the normalized differential cross s
tion (1/s)(ds/dV), but rather the differential cross sectio
blurred by a truncated Gaussian with a FWHM ofD cosu
50.25:

1

s

ds̄~x!

dV
5

*21
1 ~1/s!@ds~x8!/dV#e2@~x2x8!/Dx#2 dx8

*21
1 e2@~x2x8!/Dx#2 dx8

.

~3!

Herex[cosu andDx[D cosu. We also note that to obtain
the reported differential cross section we assume that
unblurred differential cross section may be approximated
a ninth-degree polynomial in cosu.

FIG. 2. Experimental TOF profile~thin line! and Monte Carlo simulation
~thick line! of the HD ~v854,J853! reaction product. The arrows point to
features that are caused by structures in the differential cross section.
backward-traveling ions appear at earlier times~<1.265 ms! than the
forward-traveling ions.
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The differential cross section reported here marks t
first measurement of a rovibrational state-specific different
cross section of the H1H2 reaction family in which the mo-
lecular product is detected directly at all scattering angle
Although the gross appearance of the differential cross s
tion is flat ~isotropic scattering!, its profile suggests that two
broad peaks centered around 75° and 140° exist in the
ferential cross section. These peaks can be better seen in
time-of-flight profiles, as indicated by the two arrows in Fig
2. More quantitative statements about the structure of
cross section are presently limited by the large uncertainti
particularly in the forward region. These uncertainties a
dominated by the precision of our instrument function. Th
resolution of this measurement is roughly 0.25 in cosu. Nei-
ther the angular resolution nor the large uncertainties in t
state-specific differential cross section are inherent limit
tions of the present experiment and are expected to be
proved as the calibration of the instrument is refined.
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